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Miracle on the Mountain
At 22 months clean I found myself fighting against the world and
everything in it - all of a sudden I had found myself slipping into
that all too familiar dark hole. I found injustice in all of my circumstances and I was becoming insane trying to mentally fight my
way through, chanting the serenity prayer in my mind and just
holding on. I rang my uncle with 20 years clean – “I haven’t got it
in me to get through this one” I said. “I feel so heavy and small and
lonely, it all seems too dark and so hard and I definitely don’t want
to go to that camp” I said. “I am so scared”.
I was scared that someone was going to upset me and I wouldn’t
be able to handle it. My mind went through all the scenarios and
each one gave me the cold shivers. I knew it was in my head
but I just couldn’t shake it. I felt mentally unstable. He came over
as soon as he could and hugged me, brought me back to those
simple affirmations that I held on too in those first couple of days,
weeks and months of being clean – I am alive, my son is alive, I
am clean today, I am ok! As his message of experience, strength
and hope sank in, my white flag went up and I surrendered my
fight.
24 hours later I was at that camp on that mountain fulfilling the
service position I had made a genuine and honest commitment
to. I had been on the committee for a couple of months and it was
my first service position outside of my home group and I wanted
to run from it many times but I held on. I turned up. I participated
and put in the action.
As a result I was given a gift that I find difficult to put into words,
a gift that filled that hole in my soul a little bit more, and as a result another new and improved version of me emerged from that
mountain.
The stars out there away from the city lights were also amazing;
so bright and so many. The landscape, the birds, the water holes,
trees and rocks like I had never seen them before - so rich with
life, colour and character. The most beautiful part of nature for me
today is experiencing it with people who can see it and feel it and
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love it with appreciation and gratitude. And I find these people in
this fellowship.
To be a part of the miracle, to see the miracle, to feel the miracle
of what we are capable of and what we can achieve - that each
one of us pushes through that social anxiety, the self doubt and
the discomfort. And we stay, we get strong, we get spiritually fed,
we have fun, we laugh, and we love each other. We share how we
are feeling, and we don’t run – we are brave.
I watched God’s miracle unfold before my eyes on that beautiful
mountain. The miracle that not only are we clean but that each
one of us has been to hell and made it out alive with the ability
to come together and share in such an amazing weekend of fun,
friendship, love and fellowship has left me in awe – I cannot find
the words to express just how grateful I truly am.
As the committee members were asked to stand and gratitude
was shown to us by our fellows, all I could do was cry from the
overwhelming gratitude that ran through my soul. It would be nothing without each of you who made the effort to come and to stay.
As I experience the rich intensity that a life without drugs has to
offer I get further and further away from the last time I used and
further and further away from any idea that using could offer me
anything better than what I have in my life today.
Each time I surrender a fight and lay down my guns I am given a
gift, and I thank God that I am able to receive that gift and enjoy
this beautiful life a bit more each time. To be me and love me,
to love you and let you love me also. Thank God for Narcotics
Anonymous on this earth today and I thank anyone who is, was or
will be a part of it.
Cassandra
Gold Coast
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Don’t Phunk with my Heart
The most important recovery is mine
And I am responsible for it
The NA program provides everything I need to stay clean

I was introduced to NA long before I finally hit my rock bottom. I
had attended a few meeting on and off but felt it was not for me
and that maybe when I was older I would reconsider. I had tried
to live in complete abstinence and tried periods of manageable
using, yet none of these worked for me.
I continued the life of addiction for a few more years adding more
hurt, pain and doing more damage to myself and others until, out
of desperation, the only alternative to sticking a needle in my arm
was going to a meeting and giving it another go.
I had spent the last 7 years in the worst depression, heart ache
and pain. I had knocked on death’s door a couple of times and for
some reason not known to me, I was still here.
This was my last chance. It was death, psychosis and psychiatric
wards or surrender to the program of NA and hope what I heard
the older cleaner members sharing was true. That life without
drugs could be good, that I could have a meaningful life, and that
with the help of God and NA I could be restored to sanity.
I was told to do lots of meetings, get a sponsor and read the literature. This all took time but I knew it was my only option. I was a
young female in a small fellowship suffering from low self esteem
and self worth (which I now know is common) in early recovery.
Members advised me of a few things such as; don’t get into relationships in your first year and hang around members whose
recovery you would like.
This got pushed out of the window when I fell in love with another
member. Coming from a past of rejection and hurt, being shown
affection and attention being straight was over whelming.
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I recently celebrated a milestone birthday and was faced with
thinking about how the last few years have really been. I thought
to myself they have been the best and the worst years of my life;
I definitely would not swap them for the world though. I started
the steps and picked up my meetings which I had let drop, I talk
with my sponsor on an almost daily basis and today I realise how
beneficial they are wishing I had started them earlier.
In the last 18 months I became mother of a daughter who is
the light of my life, been married and separated, and found the
strength, self esteem and confidence I always had within me with
the help of NA. Today I am a single mum in recovery to the most
beautiful little girl in the world.
Sometimes I think about the advice older cleaner members gave
me in my first year and it’s only now that I start to understand. It
wasn’t because they didn’t want me to have fun or enjoy life. It was
because they had been around long enough and seen enough
people make the same decisions and sometimes end up with the
same results. This I can now see and have experienced myself
being an older cleaner member.
Today I know “that I am deserving of my Higher Power’s love….
and that I am a worthy human being”. I have struggled with resentments regarding my relationship and other NA members who
broke my trust and disrespected me in the process. Today I try my
best to remember the acceptance I have found through the principles of this program that not only aid my recovery, but also all of
my relationships with other people (including members).
“Today I will strive to accept others as they are. I will try to not judge
others”. I am by no means an enlightened NA member who has
reached a place of total acceptance or a state of Nirvana. There
are times when I envisage round-house kicking other members
in the face or spray painting derogatory titles on their cars; but I
know these thoughts only do me harm and cause me stress.
“Today I accept responsibility for myself and my recovery” and
realise that “the principles in my program have given me are sufficient to guide me through any situation”. Life has its ups and
downs - this I now know also applies to people who aren’t addicts.
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Today I am grateful that I have a program in my life which helps
me to work on every area of my life and allows me to, as I said at
the beginning, have A MEANINGFUL LIFE free from drugs and
the life of addiction!
Anonymous

Be Why
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The state of our Fellowship
If you’re like me and hear ‘in NSW there’s 30,000 people on methadone, why aren’t they at meetings?’ or, ‘the fellowship’s getting
smaller’, you worry a little. Or, we see those members that seem
to spend all the working day at the gym and get new $60,000 cars,
and worry more. Are we OK?
During my experience at meetings, I don’t think much has changed.
Always some clown or other in the fellowship has sold dope, risking jail and bringing the fellowship into disrepute, and I suspect
there are a lot more than 30,000 drunks in NSW, and AA is not a
failure. It’s just hard to get clean. And as for the numbers at meetings going down (of which I’m not certain), we are the victim of
fashion.
My time in the Canberra fellowship showed me that when the top
health professionals were in favor of NA, we could get people out
of detox units and into meetings, and when different people with
different opinions about NA got the jobs, we couldn’t. Our numbers went up and down with the fashion of the times. One year at
our peak, Narcotics Anonymous even made the ‘Top 10 of Cool’
in Rolling Stone Magazine. Thank AA for the Traditions; if we were
affiliated in any way with a government body, we wouldn’t make it
through the down times. But we are independent, and we endure,
while health professionals and politicians come and go.
My experience with the fellowship is one of nothing but life saving and loving help - one or two of the abovementioned bozos
excepted. I had nowhere to go but NA. From playing in the Opera
House when I was 14 (of which all I remember was smoking a joint
in back stage toilets with the tuba player) my career in music was
over at 18, and after 9 more years of hell was living at a bus stop
drinking meths. Me, a supposedly class act drug addict! No hospital did it for me, no rehab, no doctor, no psychiatrist, no nothing,
except coming to meetings and having a go at the program.
The heart of our program is one addict helping another. An addict
in recovery once saw me at what turned out to be the end of
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a three year relapse, and stopped to say hi and ask how I was.
The fact that I told her might have saved my life. When I turned
90 days clean I saw her for the first time since that day, and went
up to say thanks. She said ‘don’t worry about it Alan, you did the
same for me when I was new and you had time up’. Actually, that’s
a thing I’ve never remembered.
If we give each other just a little of our time, and work our 12th
step no matter what the results may seem to be at times, we will
all be OK.
Alan P.
Blue Mountains
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The Twelfth Step
Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of these steps we tried to carry
this message to addicts and practice these principles in all our affairs

I have heard an old timer write and talk about this new jargon ‘formally’ working the Steps, meaning that you have written down
answers to questions about the Steps, especially answers to the
questions in the Steps Working Guide. While I worked my way
all the way through the Steps the first time using this tool, and am
currently ‘doing’ my Fourth Step by answering questions from this
book, I totally agree with him with regards how this type of talk has
taken over and how it doesn’t represent the whole story as far as
working the Steps goes.
In my opinion the Steps are “a set of principles written so simply
we can follow them in our daily lives” as it says in How It Works.
They are not a set of questions to be answered. Again, in my
humble opinion, and I haven’t been around that long, I believe the
Steps are principles and the words of the Steps and the activities
contained in them, and the words of questions in things like the
Steps Working Guide are just tools to help me get in touch with
the principles of the Steps, which are to be lived, not just written
about.
I believe I have had a spiritual awakening as a result of these
Steps, I believe I had a spiritual awakening near the beginning of
my recovery and I continue to have a spiritual awakening now. I
believe that before I found this path I was asleep and dreaming
bad dreams. Even before I was using drugs to activate my addiction, I was in that groggy dream land, nothing was quite real,
and I felt like I moved around in a fog, disconnected from those
around me.
I was having nightmares and was not living in reality. I made poor
connections between things that happened and their causes. I
blamed myself for things that could not possibly be my fault and
were out of my control and I blamed others for my actions and
their consequences.
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Finally after years and years of this half-life I WOKE THE F*** UP.
I woke up to reality. One way I would describe recovery is as being waking up to life on life’s terms, with all its pain and loss and
all its love and gratitude.
So, I have had spiritual awakenings, I had an awakening my last
day using when I was led to a cage truck in cuffs, past the old lady
whose home I had just burgled and felt grateful. I had an awakening the first time I was offered drugs in gaol and knocked them
back, realizing that drugs weren’t the whole of the problem but I
definitely wasn’t going anywhere until they were out of the picture.
I had a further awakening when I prayed in a way I read about in
a book in gaol
“Let this suffering pass from me, yet your will not mine be done”
When I look back at that bloke it seems like he was still mostly
asleep, but that’s when I began to wake up. I am a lot more
awake now I think, although in other ways my recovery seemed a
lot more simple then and when I left gaol and went to rehab.
Through ‘working’ these Steps, I got in touch with the principles
that are the foundations of this program on a deep and personal
level. I came to realize that honesty is not just about telling lies or
about not stealing razor blades from the supermarket, it’s about
telling the truth, not manipulating the truth to suit my needs. Before I came to recovery I was good at telling lies where everything
I said was true. I still catch myself at it today. Honesty is about
dropping the manipulation.
I came to realize that open-mindedness and willingness was about
more than just going to a meeting when I didn’t feel like it. I came
to realize I had to genuinely practice principles like gratitude, compassion, humility and acceptance in all my affairs, with anyone I
came in contact with, not just people I liked or not just people in
recovery, but people I don’t like too, people I don’t even know, and
I need to practice principles even when no one is around to ‘catch
you’. As my friend John says, “practicing principles is like going
to the toilet by yourself, only you know whether you washed your
hands.”
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It seems to me one thing more than anything else that people
struggle with that leads to relapse is this, not practicing principles
no matter what. I have heard many people say “I don’t know
what went wrong; I was doing service, working the Steps, going
to meetings, calling my sponsor, why did I pick up? What can I
do differently?” And I think it’s this, if our program is the Twelve
Steps and the Twelve Steps are a way of life, this is how they
are, through practicing these principles in all our affairs and as the
Twelfth Tradition says “practicing principles before personalities”.
This is why the ‘suggested things’ are the ‘suggested things’ they
are generally practiced examples of how a principle can be put
into place in daily life, not rules, not some old timer being bossy.
The Twelfth Step mentions one principle in action in particular,
carrying the massage to addicts. This is the point of the fellowship, to carry the message, this, as groups and as a fellowship,
is our Primary Purpose, to carry the message that an addict, any
addict can stop using, lose the desire to use, and find a new way
to live. I still get goose bumps every time I read, hear, say or write
these words. What a miracle.
So this is our job, to carry the message, we might not ‘save’ anyone
or get anyone ‘clean’ but we can carry the message and thereby
stay clean ourselves.
For me, and this is just what I need to do to practice principles in
all my affairs, it means I have to put out my hand to the newcomer,
even if they’ve turned up in a bus from a treatment centre and are
all full of attitude. Some people did that for me. It means that I
keep going to my home group even though the ratio is something
like 10:1 or more of members from treatment centres to those who
aren’t, in a meeting of about 20 people. It means that I don’t avoid
these guys and don’t stop coming to meetings because I got what
I needed. It means I sponsor and do other service, it means, to
the best of my ability and to the best of my limited time and energy,
I try to make myself available to other addicts, to be there when
they need me.
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I find this all really hard, I have struggles talking to people I don’t
know well and even with those I do. But I know it’s the right thing
so I just ask for help and do it to the best of my ability. I really love
the Twelfth Step and felt like I needed to share with you all what it
means to me.
Thank you for the opportunity.
David K.
Central Coast
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Can you Feel the Resentment?
Think of people you know who’ve left the rooms. Often there’s
a common theme and that’s resentments, resentments, resentments. It’s an early sign of trouble brewing. So to see how you’re
going with handling your resentments - just take our handy little
quiz.
1.

You find out your friend said something mean about
you to another friend. You…

a.

Workshop it with three friends, your partner and your 		
sponsor before approaching them for an explanation.
Threaten to punch them out.
Get your own back by spreading a rumour about them.
Ask to speak to them and tell them how hurt you feel.

b.
c.
d.
2.

You find out something about someone in the firm
who has a lot of clean time and who you look up to.
Not something good. You…

a.

Decide NA is screwed, they’re all hypocrites and you’re 		
off.
Figure recovery is a process and no one’s perfect.
Who gives a rat’s arse?
Have a chat to your sponsor because you feel a bit
disappointed.

b.
c.
d.
3.

Try to remember something from your childhood
that really pissed you off at the time. Maybe you
were bullied, maybe your mother painted your
room pink while you were at school. Thinking back,
how do you feel now?

a.
b.

I’ve learnt to let this stuff go. I’m OK. More or less…
Even now I start to feel really, really annoyed when I
think about it.
These days I laugh about stuff like that.
It makes me CRAZY!!! CRAZY I tell you!!!

c.
d.
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4.

Someone at your work makes a joke at your expense
and everyone laughs. Do you…

a.
b.
c.
d.

Join in. It was funny.
Threaten to punch them out.
Suck it up baby! You make your fair share of jokes.
Obsess about it for weeks and weeks.

5.

Do you find the idea of working through the steps
and letting go of your resentments…

a.
b.
c.
d.

Liberating!
Like hard work (doh!)
Almost impossible.
100% impossible.

6.

A friend you had a blue with (maybe they stole
your lunch money) comes to you and wants to make
peace with you. You…

a.
b.
c.
d.

Say no out of hand.
Threaten to punch them out.
Agree to have a coffee/chat. It’s worth trying to sort out.
Say you’ll get back to them…when you’ve calmed down.

7.

Are you the kind of person who

a.

Can recite a list of current resentments at the drop of a 		
hat.
Can recite a list of both old and current resentments at
the drop of a hat.
Have a few resentments you’re trying to work through ☺
Try and deal with stuff as it happens whenever possible.

b.
c.
d.
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8.

How long do you usually hang on to a resentment?

a.
b.
c.

As long as it takes to get even!
I try to work through things ASAP.
Ummm…are you saying that hanging to something for 		
years isn’t normal?
For a bit, but when it starts to get in the way I do some		
thing about it.

d.
9.

You’ve just shared at a meeting. The next person
“cross-shares” about what you’ve said. Do you...

a.

Listen closely – they may say something you haven’t 		
thought of
Threaten to punch them out
Sigh and roll your eyes – this just happens
Stomp out of the meeting vowing never to return

b.
c.
d.
10.

How much time do you spend thinking about “how
you’ve been done wrong”?

a.
b.
c.
d.

What are you talking about?
Occasionally
More than I’d like to admit
Every minute of every hour or every day…

How to score
Q1 a. 3 b. 1 c. 2 d. 4 Q2 a. 1 b. 4 c. 2 d. 3 Q3 a. 3 b. 2 c. 4 d. 1
Q4 a. 4 b. 1 c. 3 d. 2 Q5 a. 4 b. 3 c. 2 d. 1 Q6 a. 2 b. 1 c. 4 d. 3
Q7 a. 2 b. 1 c. 3 d. 4 Q8 a. 1 b. 4 c. 2 d. 3 Q9 a. 4 b. 1 c. 3 d. 2
Q10 a. 4 b.3 c 2. d. 1
0 -10
Resentments happen to everyone but they’re toxic dude.
You need to do something. Fast.
10 – 20 Um…I think you have some work to do on the whole letting go thing. Really.
20 – 30 You’re pretty chilled. But you could be more chilled-er…
30 – 40 Yay for you! You rock. I wish I was as spiritually advanced
as you ☺
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The Sadness of Being
It’s a strange life, this NA. Being clean all the time, people coming
and going, staying clean, using, relapsing, dying. I guess these
things are all part of the deal, but sometimes they are really upsetting.
Recently a friend began drinking again. He swore he had it under
control - he was just going to have a few beers. During the first
week, he lost his job. He somehow lost a lot of money as well, he
doesn’t quite remember what happened. His closest friends got
abused when they tried to help so started putting some distance
in their friendship. He got pretty isolated despite people’s attempt
to keep him connected.
It was a sad demise to watch on the tail end of another friend dying of an overdose, everything in our community began to seem
so flimsy and unstable.
You want me to say he stopped again and everything is OK now,
but he didn’t and it’s not. He is still claiming to be socially drinking
but his girlfriend left him and now I don’t even know where he is. It
was like an alien took over his mind and body the moment a drug
entered it.
It’s just that I’m really sad. I’m really sad that people cross back
over sometimes and leave this amazing life. This life that to me
has everything other than drugs.
I guess that’s the choice in the end – drugs or everything else. It
seems an easy choice for me now, but it wasn’t always. I remember clearly not being able to say “NO”. It was a nightmare. It was
THE nightmare, the one that ruled my life for so long and wouldn’t
end.
Thank God for NA – thank God. While it may be the thing that
saved my life and made me the person I was supposed to be, it’s
still very sad sometimes. Anon
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Two Lives, One Recovery
I work in what a lot of people in recovery call ‘the industry’ or ‘the
field’. What I mean by this is that in my working life I am paid
to work with and hopefully help people in our society who have
problems with using substances. Even worse I work in a ‘rehab’,
places that these days have become more and more important as
so many of our recoveries begin there.
Before I go on I would like to make clear that the following is only
my report of what I see and what I do, it is definitely not a judgment of what other people do, nor am I saying what I do is right,
it’s just what I do.
I am certainly not the only recovering addict working in ‘treatment’,
half the people I work with are people I could see in meetings. If I
go to a work conference I see many many people I also know from
the rooms and many many of my friends and other people I know
in the rooms are also in jobs like mine.
It seems to me that many addicts who chose to make the principles of the Twelve Steps their way of life end up in the helping
professions in general and in working with addicts in particular. I
know for myself and for people I know they could be making a
lot more money doing something else, perhaps have made a lot
more money doing other things before their disease brought them
unstuck, or even in earlier recovery. Again, I know for myself that
it is just not in me to return to a job where the only principle was
to worship the almighty dollar. Nothing else was important, and
pursuit of money for self or employer justified any behaviour.
What I do think about a lot though is the relationship between
what I do for work and my own recovery. I don’t think they can
be totally separated but I don’t think they are one and the same
thing either.
A friend of mine in the rooms who is a real OCM, edging towards
25 years clean, tells me there used to be a meeting in the Sydney
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fellowship they called the ‘two hats’ meeting which was basically
for people like me that both work with addicts and are an addict
practicing recovery.
This friend never actually went to one of these meetings that I
know of, although he did used to work with addicts at one point in
his life, so that’s all I know about them, however, it made me think,
would I have gone to one of these meetings? Probably not.
I am not a big fan of special interest meetings. I have no problem
with their existence and I have very good friends who really need
their Men’s meeting or Women’s meeting or GLBT meeting. I
don’t think I would go to a ‘two hats’ meeting though, in the rooms
I am just a recovering addict, this is part of my understanding of
the Twelfth Tradition.
I know many other people who virtually stop going to meetings
when they start working in the addiction field. I know some of
these people do this because they feel they don’t need to go to
meetings any more. Whether consciously or unconsciously they
believe that all that exposure to recovery talk, especially in centres
where NA and ‘Step’ talk is encouraged is enough to keep them
clean. Many of these people may not consciously or verbally say
this, but they are voting with their feet, they stop coming to meetings.
For others it’s slightly different, they get tired of recovery talk all
day long, they get tired of speaking to newcomers at work all day
so they choose not to go to meetings as they do not wish to experience more of the same.
Still others stop going to meetings or change their pattern of
meeting attendance for the very reason (or one of the reasons
I assume) they started a two hats meeting, because if you have
worked in the industry long enough you are bound to see past,
present, and future clients in the rooms of meetings you have to
go to for your own personal recovery. This is a big issue.
So this is what I do. I am certainly not making any suggestion
about what other people should do. I have many close friends
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who do things differently from the way I do. Many now mostly
go to the ’other fellowship’ Alcoholics Anonymous for example
and I think the choices they make are good choices for them,
but not for me, this is what I do. I am also open to the fact that
as time goes on, if I changed my job for example, or perhaps as
I get further along in my recovery, I may change what I do, but
for now, this is what I do.
My Area is not massive and the treatment centre I work at goes
to a lot of meetings and go most days of the week. The meetings that are close to my place will often be attended by the
treatment centre I work at or the one my partner works at or one
of the ones I used to work at or whatever.
So you know what I do? I go anyway. I generally don’t spill my
guts on the floor of a meeting anyway; I share a message of
recovery no matter who’s in the room. My Fourth Step is for my
sponsor and my personal problems are for him and my friends.
So I go, I share, if my clients want to talk to me about recovery,
no problem, about work, no way. And most clients are respectful of my boundaries and can tell the difference between the
treatment centre and a meeting. At a meeting, to me they are
newcomers and fellow members of NA and that’s it.
The other side of the two lives is of course, how I am at work as
a recovering addict, and especially in a work environment where
the clients know I am a recovering addict.
I believe that in my work environment it is my responsibility to
role model being a recovering human being, being a principled
man, being honest about who I am and how I am, and I don’t
necessarily even need to be a recovering addict to do that. But
as a recovering addict working with clients who identify as recovering addicts and who know I am a recovering addict, I do
feel a special sense of responsibility not to talk about my recovery, but “to practice these principles in all our affairs”.
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I feel lucky in a way to not have to hide my ’recovering addict’
status at work, this is a luxury many people I know in the rooms
do not have. There I a down side to this though, it is difficult to
just go to a meeting and be just another recovering addict and it
is difficult to go to work without your personal life following you
there.
Instead of reverting to my default mechanism of self pity I have
chosen instead to be grateful for my life and to keep walking
towards newcomers wherever I may find them.
Anonymous
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Fear is the mind-killer
I was sitting in a meeting the other night and I realized how
often people share about fear. All kinds of fear get mentioned
but for each person who spoke, fear was a pivotal part of using
and why they kept using. I once heard someone in the rooms
say “fear is the river that runs through my life.” And I had one of
those moments of complete identification that you get every so
often in these meetings.
One of the reasons it was a relief for me when I started using
was that it stopped the fear. You can’t be full of fear and anxiety
when you’re smashed. If fear is the mind-killer then using is the
fear-killer. “Fear is the mind-killer” is a line from a book I read
when I was a teenager and it’s stuck around the edges of my
mind ever since. Because for me, fear is a paralyzing agent that
stops me from acting, from living my life. It quite literally makes
my brain freeze. I get stuck and I can’t think, can’t breathe, and
can’t act.
Fear is a normal human response to danger but I saw the whole
world as dangerous. When I was younger I found the idea of
the future so overwhelming and so hard to take in, that in many
ways using was an easier alternative. I felt worthless and as if
I was destined to fail. If you only ever feel good or feel like you
get relief when you have a mind or mood altering chemical in
your system, then of course you’re going to keep on using.
The cycle of using, feeling bad and then more using is an easy
one to get into and very hard to stop. Eventually you get scared
of what will happen when (if) you do ever stop. How will you
handle all the shame, the reality of what your life has been?
Fear has crept back in and in desperation you feel like you have
no alternative but to keep using.
In my using I was isolated and mad. The longer I stay clean it is
clearer to me just how mad and miserable I was. Because I
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got clean in the place I used, I often found that driving around town
I would get flash-backs from my using. For a long time I would feel
intense flashes of shame and embarrassment. But through understanding how fear ruled my life I have started to feel compassion
for the person I was. From a distance (and from years of ‘growing
up’ in recovery) I can have those flashes and instead of thinking
what a stupid f*#&%ing idiot I was, I can see how I had no clue
and how tragic it all was.
Getting clean was difficult. The minute I stopped using a lot of the
fear came back with new fears – mostly how was I going to manage life without using. How was I supposed to live without that
buffer between me and brain and my fears? And the truth is that
it wasn’t easy. I had a very hard time. Like most people. I slowly
learnt to just do it anyway - one step at a time, one minute at a
time, one day at a time. And thankfully I had this program and the
people in the rooms to show me that life can get better and that I
could be capable of so much more.
Which is not to say I’ve reached a point of perfect mental health
(if such a thing exists). Since I stopped smoking cigarettes I have
had a bit of a resurgence of the old-school fear. The gut-churning,
stay-awake all night fear. And I can’t make a decision to save my
life because I’m so scared that I’ll make the wrong choice. But the
difference today is that I can see it. And recovery has given me a
choice.
I can make a choice today to do something different and go down
a different path to the one I went down years ago. Being in recovery has shown me that if I talk about my fears they are lessened
in the sharing and then I become capable of change.
Anonymous
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FA R NORTH COA ST NA CONVENTION - BYRON BAY
5th, 6th & 7th March 2010
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NSW South Coast Convention
Where: Woonona Surf Club, Woonona,
Woolongong
When: Saturday 31 October 2009 Sunday 1 November 2009

South Australian Convention
“Tune in to the Recovery Channel”
8, 9 & 10 January 2010
Fullerton Community Centre
(same venue as last year)
for info contact Dave - 0412249897
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Contacts: Helen C. 0412 048 233 and Bill R. 0428 299 916
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